
Characters D6 / Captain Xamuel Lennox (Human Imperial Officer)

Name: Captain Xamuel Lennox

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Hair color: Brown

Skin color: Fair

DEXTERITY: 2D+2

        Blaster: 5D

        Dodge: 5D+1

        Grenade: 5D

        Missile Weapons: 4D

        Vehicle Blasters: 5D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 3D

        Alien Species: 4D

        Bureaucracy: 5D+2

        Intimidation: 5D+1

        Tactics: 5D+2

        Willpower: 4D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D

        Bargain: 4D+2

        Command: 5D+2

        Persuasion: 3D+2

STRENGTH: 2D+2

        Brawling: 4D+2

MECHANICAL: 3D

        Astrogation: 6D

        Capital Ship Piloting 6D

        Capital Ship Shields: 5D+2

        Capital Ship Weapons: 6D+1

        Communications: 5D+2

        Sensors: 5D

        Space Transports: 4D

        Starship Weapons: 5D

        Starship Shields: 4D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+2

        Walker Operation: 4D+2

TECHNICAL: 3D

        Blaster Repair: 4D

        Capital Ship Repair: 5D

        Computer Programming: 4D+2



        First aid: 3D+2

        Security: 5D+2

Move: 10

Force Sensitive: N

Force Points: 2

Dark Side Points: 2

Character Points: 6

Equipment:

        Imperial Uniform, Blaster Pistol (Damage: 4D), Comlink, Imperial Code Cylinders, Cybernetic Hip

Description: Xamuel Lennox was a Human male who hailed from a long line of military men. Lennox

began his career as a naval officer for the Galactic Empire with a noble, proud philosophy, similar to that

of his ancestors; he hated the deception and ruthlessness that were commonplace in the New Order.

When the Empire became embroiled in a galaxy-spanning conflict with the Alliance to Restore the

Republic, Lennox found himself caught between both sides. On the one hand, he saw the Empire as

mired with corruption and greed, and on the other, the Rebellion had begun the war and opposed a

legitimate government. Despite his conflicted ideology, Lennox finally accepted that corruption was how

things would always be. He eventually became a captain in the Imperial Navy with the command of the

Imperial I-class Star Destroyer Tyrant. In 1 BBY, Lennox led the Tyrant and nine other Imperial Star

Destroyers in an ambush against Rebel forces over the planet Turkana. The battle ultimately ended in an

Imperial retreat, due to the success of the Rebels' new T-65 X-wing starfighters against Lennox's combat

tactics.

At some point following the battle, Lennox and the Tyrant were attached to Death Squadron, the personal

battle group of the Dark Lord of the Sith, Darth Vader. In 3 ABY, Lennox and the Tyrant participated in

the Battle of Hoth; however, because the Star Destroyer was hit by fire from the Rebels' planetary ion

cannon in the early stages of the battle over the planet Hoth, it was unable to assist the Empire until

repairs were made. After the Tyrant was repaired of its ion damage, a shuttle brought the captured Rebel

general and former Imperial, Crix Madine, aboard so that he could be taken to prison. However, Lennox's

incarceration of Madine was short lived—the Tyrant was hit again by the ion cannon's fire, and Rebel

commandos boarded the ship and rescued Madine. Near the end of the battle, when the Tyrant was

functional again, Lennox attempted to recapture Madine by attacking the Champion, a Mon Calamari

cruiser that was evacuating the general from Hoth. Despite Lennox's efforts, the Champion successfully

escaped.

Darth Vader then gave Lennox an assignment to go to the Bespin system and remove the Jedi Diplomat,

Rachi Sitra, from Cloud City, a tibanna gas mining colony floating over the gas giant of Bespin. After

reaching the system and overseeing the Jedi's dispatch, Lennox ordered his men to remove Rebel

sympathizers from the city. The assignment was thwarted by Lando Calrissian, the colony's Baron

Administrator, who threw the colony into chaos by telling his people to evacuate. Later in 4 ABY, Lennox

and his crew were present at the Battle of Endor, where Emperor Palpatine and Darth Vader were killed

and the Empire's Death Star II battlestation was destroyed. Several years later, Lennox was imprisoned



when the Tyrant was captured and renamed the Rebel Dream by the New Republic, a government

formed from the Rebellion he had opposed.

Biography

Captain of the Tyrant

Xamuel Lennox was a Human male who was born into a proud legacy of military men. During the early

days of the reign of the Galactic Empire, Lennox joined the Imperial Navy. At the start of his career,

Lennox attempted to follow in his ancestors' footsteps and be an honorable, noble officer. Yet his attitude

toward his duty and crew was sharply contrasted to that of the majority of his colleagues, who were

content to betray each other and engage in political maneuvering, which Lennox despised. However,

Lennox knew that he would not survive long if he continued with his family's traditional philosophy, so

despite his intense dislike of such practices, he decided to engage in deceit and political intrigue. By

mastering the tactics of deceit, he was able to fend off those who vied for his Navy positions.

By 1 BBY, during the Galactic Civil War, Lennox was the captain of the Imperial I-class Star Destroyer

Tyrant. That year, Lennox was in command of Imperial naval operations in the Pakuuni sector and was

ordered by the sector governor to lead ten Star Destroyers against Alliance to Restore the Republic

warships orbiting the planet Turkana. Before dropping his fleet out of hyperspace, Lennox used a group

of starfighters to verify the Rebels' presence. Using Formation Besh, Attack Pattern Tartarus to keep the

Rebels from escaping, Lennox had the Tyrant serve as the lead ship, with Captain Firmus Piett providing

support from the Star Destroyer Accuser. While the Star Destroyers engaged the Rebels' Mon Calamari

Cruisers and other capital ships at long range, the fleet's TIE bombers attacked the engines on the Rebel

cruisers, while being protected by TIE fighters and interceptors. However, the Rebels launched their own

starfighters, including two squadrons of the Rebels' new T-65 X-wing starfighters. Despite warnings from

Piett, Lennox stayed with his original tactics, which led to the Imperial starfighters taking heavy

casualties. While Piett's orders made it possible to destroy some of the attacking starfighters, the Rebels

still dealt serious damage to at least two of the Star Destroyers, without any of the Rebel capital ships

being destroyed. Lennox ordered his fleet to jump to hyperspace and regroup at Pakuuni, but his defeat

at what became known as the Battle of Turkana resulted in Captain Piett recommending his removal from

command of naval operations in the Pakuuni sector.

Under the command of Lennox, the Tyrant became part of Death Squadron after the destruction of the

Empire's Death Star at the Battle of Yavin. Death Squadron was the personal battle group of Darth

Vader, a Dark Lord of the Sith and one of the most powerful men in the Empire. Lennox was an able

leader and cunning tactician, earning his position through merit alone, but he was also very dedicated to

his crew and ship, caring about their wellbeing more than his own political advancement. Despite his

dedication, Lennox was disillusioned with the Empire and military life due to the dishonorable means to

which he resorted to keep his captaincy safe. While he had serious qualms about the corruption and lack

of moral principles of the Empire he served, he despised the Alliance to Restore the Republic and knew

that the Galactic Republic before it was every bit as corrupt as the Empire. Ultimately, Lennox decided

that deceit and corruption were the natural order of things.

Battle of Hoth

In 3 ABY, Imperial Viper probe droids were launched from the Star Destroyers of Death Squadron to



search throughout the galaxy for the location of the Alliance's headquarters. The squadron was near the

Qeimet system when a probe droid discovered the Rebel base on the planet Hoth in the Anoat sector.

Using the information, Darth Vader ordered the fleet's course to be set for the Hoth system, taking a

series of hyperspace jumps to travel there. When Death Squadron arrived in the system, the Rebels

activated their energy shield over Hoth, but the Imperials continued with their attack, landing a ground

assault to bring down the Rebels' shield generator. The Tyrant was positioned at the front of Death

Squadron's formation as one of six Star Destroyers making up a heavy attack line that was backed up by

the Executor, Darth Vader's personal command ship. As the Imperial ground forces began their attack,

Lennox and the Tyrant moved into position to intercept the Rebels' GR-75 medium transports and their

starfighter escorts as they attempted to evacuate rebel personnel from the surface.

Lennox was on the bridge of the Tyrant when his first officer, Lieutenant Cabbel, informed him that the

first Rebel transport, named the Quantum Storm, and its T-65 X-wing starfighter escorts were

approaching the Tyrant's position. Eager to engage the Rebels, Lennox prepared to attack, but the

Rebels had a large planetary ion cannon stationed near the base, which fired two shots that hit the

Tyrant. While the Com-Scan aboard the Tyrant was able to pick up the power fluctuations caused by the

ion cannon firing, Lennox and the rest of the ship's crew were unable to react quickly enough for the

Tyrant to evade the attack. The ion blasts disabled the Star Destroyer's shields and helm control, which

allowed the Rebel ships to escape. The ion cannon also affected Lennox's myoelectric hip replacement,

which caused his foot to tap wildly. While the Rebels had insufficient ships to destroy the Tyrant, and the

ship's trajectory did not place it on a collision course with Hoth, the ion damage eventually caused the

Star Destroyer's artificial gravity and other main systems to fail, causing an unusual quiet to fall over the

ship. While the Tyrant was disabled, the Accuser took the ship's position in Death Squadron's attack line.

The disabled systems put Lennox's and the Tyrant out of the battle temporarily, but the Star Destroyer's

crew were able to repair the ship before it ended.

The hunt for General Madine

During the battle on the surface, Imperial troops captured a Rebel Alliance general and former Imperial

named Crix Madine and sent him to the Tyrant via a shuttle so that he could be sent to prison on the

planet Dathomir. After the shuttle entered the Tyrant's docking bay, Captain Lennox ordered one of the

Imperial troops to come to the bridge and report to him on the status of the battle. During the report, the

Tyrant was hit by another blast from the planetary ion cannon. While overseeing the repair of systems

disabled by the ion cannon, Lennox ordered the reporting soldier to ensure that Madine was secure in the

ship's brig. A short time afterward, Rebel commandos boarded the ship, rescued Madine, and escaped

back to Hoth with the Rebel general on a Lambda-class shuttle that they stole from the docking bay.

Captain Lennox was unable to pursue the shuttle due to the ion damage the Tyrant had suffered.

Although Lennox's warship was left to float through the system, and several more Rebel transports

subsequently escaped, the Battle of Hoth proved a resounding victory for the Empire and kept the Rebels

on the run.

Later, a shuttle brought Madine to the Mon Calamari Cruiser Champion, which then prepared to jump to

hyperspace. Lennox engaged the cruiser with the now functional Tyrant, and ordered the launch of the

ship's TIE fighters in preparation for battle. Lennox hailed the Champion to say that if they handed over

Madine he would call off his attack. The captain of the Champion refused and ordered the launch of his



ship's fighters. Lennox and the Tyrant were unable to defeat the Champion and its fighters, and the ship

escaped.

Mission to Bespin

Afterward, Darth Vader sent a communication that gave Lennox a new assignment. Lennox received the

message in his ready room with one of the Imperial soldiers who had originally captured Madine. Darth

Vader assigned the Tyrant to leave for the Bespin system, where he would dispatch Rachi Sitra, a Jedi

Diplomat who was making trouble for Imperial negotiations with officials on Cloud City, a tibanna gas

mining colony floating over the gas giant Bespin. Vader ended the message warning Lennox not to fail

again, and Lennox assigned the Imperial soldier to lead the attack on the Jedi. After two days the Tyrant

reached the Bespin system, and the Imperial soldier took a number of troops in a shuttle to Cloud City.

There, the soldier was able to force Sitra to flee from Cloud City in an Actis interceptor.

The soldier alerted Lennox of the success via a message, and the Captain ordered the operative to

remove Rebel sympathizers from Cloud City's lower levels, giving the soldier locations to search and

names of suspected sympathizers. However, before the soldier could investigate any suspects, Lando

Calrissian, the Baron Administrator of Cloud City, advised the people of the colony to evacuate. During

the chaos that followed, the soldier captured Lobot, Calrissian's aide, and kept Rebel commandos from

rescuing the Rebel captain and smuggler, Han Solo, whom Darth Vader had ordered frozen in carbonite

and handed over to the bounty hunter, Boba Fett. When Lennox debriefed the operative, he praised the

soldier's removal of the Jedi and their work in keeping the Rebels from rescuing Solo. Lennox assured

the soldier that the Empire would provide another assignment.

The Battle of Endor and beyond

After his assignment to Bespin, Lennox retained his post as captain of the Tyrant and continued to serve

as part of Death Squadron until 4 ABY. That year, the Tyrant was part of the Imperial fleet that

participated in the Battle of Endor. The Rebels staged a daring assault on the second Death Star, where

the Alliance Fleet was able to destroy the battlestation over the forest moon of the planet Endor. Vader

and Emperor Palpatine were also killed, leaving the Empire bereft of leadership. The battle continued for

a time, until Gilad Pellaeon, the captain of the Star Destroyer Chimaera, ordered the remnants of the

Imperial fleet, including the Tyrant, to retreat.

Several years later, shortly after the Bacta War of 7 ABY, Lennox's Tyrant was captured by the Rebel

Alliance's successor, the New Republic. With Lennox imprisoned, the New Republic renamed his ship

Rebel Dream and made it the flagship of Princess Leia Organa. The Rebel Dream was still in service by

the end of the Yuuzhan Vong War in 29 ABY, many years after its capture.

Personality and traits

Xamuel Lennox believed himself to be an honorable man and attempted to follow in the footsteps of his

forefathers as a dedicated and loyal captain. After proving himself to be an adept tactician and capable

leader, he was given command of his own ship and crew. Lennox genuinely cared about and was totally

dedicated to the Tyrant and its crew, a view that many of his peers did not share. When his subordinates

were successful in their assignments, Lennox complemented them on their success. He hated that the

Empire had become mired with corruption, backstabbing, and political maneuvering during his time,



unlike the noble regimes his ancestors had served in the past. However, Lennox knew that if he

attempted to rise above the Empire's corruption without others doing the same, he would end up swept

away by the Imperial war machine, just like the Galactic Republic had been. With this frame of mind,

Lennox decided to play his foes at their own game, proving as adept at guile and deception as he was at

commanding a Star Destroyer. Despite his command abilities, Lennox's tactics during the Battle of

Turkana and his refusal to listen to the recommendations of Captain Piett led to the Empire's defeat

during the battle. Ultimately, his refusal to change tactics during the battle led Piett to recommend his

removal from command of Imperial naval forces in the Pakuuni sector.

However, the numerous dishonorable deeds that Lennox committed to keep himself in the captain's chair

took a significant toll on his conscience. By the time the Rebels launched their campaign against the

Empire in 2 BBY, Lennox had grown considerably disillusioned with the manner in which the Empire

operated. Although he saw many faults in the Empire, Lennox believed that the Rebel Alliance was even

more flawed. Since they had started the Galactic Civil War, in Lennox's opinion, the blood of the dead

was on their hands. Additionally, he knew that the Republic that they championed and wished to re-

establish was just as riddled with corruption as the Empire against which they spoke out. Lennox viewed

the Alliance as immoral and hypocritical, while he perceived the Empire as depraved and unethical. In the

belief that a more suitable government would never exist, Lennox sided with the Empire, which he saw as

legitimate, and helped fight against the Rebels. By the time of the Battle of Hoth, Lennox was familiar

with planetary ion cannon emplacements and other ion weaponry. While some potential recruits entering

the Imperial Navy disliked the constant noise aboard a starship, he did not mind it and even missed the

sound while not on a ship. Lennox had brown hair and fair skin.

Equipment

As an Imperial captain, Lennox wore the standard gray Imperial Navy officer uniform. By the Battle of

Hoth, he had received a myoelectric hip replacement that was susceptible to ion damage. 
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